
School Sports Kit

   PE white polo shirt
   Harrodian polar fleece 
   PE white shorts or a skort 
   Tracksuit trousers
   Swim bag (optional)
   Cagoule (optional)
   Cap (optional)
   

Pre-Prep Boys and Girls: Reception to PP3 (Yr 3)

Contact details for Serious Stuff: 
www.serious-stuff.com (password: lonsdale)
Click and collect orders and fitting appointments can be made at their Mortlake office:
Mortlake Court, 28 Sheen Lane, London SW14 8LW
Tel: 020 8876 7668
Tel: 0208 876 7668 (or online at www.serious-stuff.com with password- lonsdale)

The following items of clothing must be purchased from Serious Stuff:

Additional sportswear/items which can purchased from other suppliers:

    
   Sports trainers
   Black swimming costume/trunks
   Towel and robe
   Black swimming hat* and goggles
   Crocs / flip flops
   Name Tags (www.wovenlabelsuk.com)
   * also available to purchase from Rachelle in Main Reception

In addition, PP3 pupils will need the following items from Serious Stuff:

   
   Girls’ skort
   Girls’ hockey socks (thin stripe)
   Boys’ black games top
   Boys’ football /rugby socks (thick stripe)

Plus (for both boys and girls in PP3) and available from any supplier:
   
   Football boots (boys only)
   Gum Shield
   Shin pads
   

  

   
  



Prep PE Kit: 8s (Year 4) - 12s (Year 8)

All clothing and PE kit should be clearly named. 
All items of clothing, including socks, are to be labelled with name tags . They are to be sewn on the outside of 
the garment, on the front right hand side, near the hem of shirts, shorts and skorts and on tracksuit bottoms 
under the crest (our recommended supplier for name tags is www.wovenlabelsuk.com).
Padlocks on sports bags are compulsory. 
All lesson and match kit must be purchased from:
www.serious-stuff.com (password: lonsdale)
Click and collect orders and fitting appointments can be made at their Mortlake office:
Mortlake Court, 28 Sheen Lane, London SW14 8LW
Tel: 020 8876 7668     

All Lower Prep pupils (8s to 10s) must have the following kit:

Boys Autumn Term Lesson Kit (8s -10s)
Black games shirt (Sports lessons)
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
Black sports shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches) 
Baselayers (optional but recommended) 
Harrodian waterproof jacket (optional)

  

Girls Autumn Term Lesson Kit (8s -10s)
White polo shirt (Sport lessons)
Multi-sport skort
White ankle length sports socks
Multi-sport socks (thin stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Baselayers (optional but recommended)

Lower Prep Boys Swimming Kit 
(8s - 10s)
Black swimming shorts (above knee)
Black swim hat - compulsory 
if hair is longer than shoulder length
Swimming goggles
Towel and/or robe, flipflops

Lower Prep Girls Swimming Kit 
(8s - 10s)
Black swim suit
Black swim hat - compulsory 
if hair is longer than shoulder length
Swimming goggles
Towel and/or robe, flipflops
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AUTUMN TERM PREP PE KIT



All Upper Prep pupils (11s and 12s) must have the following kit:

Boys Autumn Term Lesson Kit (11s and 12s)
Football match shirt (Sport lessons)
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
Black sports shorts /football match shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches) 
Black games shirt (2nd option for lessons)
Baselayers (optional but recommended)
Harrodian waterproof jacket (optional)

Girls Autumn Term Lesson Kit (11s and 12s)
Multi-sport match shirt (Sport lessons and fixtures)
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
Multi-sport skort / football match shorts
Multi-sport socks (thin stripe)
Polar fleece and / or Harrodian waterproof jacket 
(travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Baselayers (optional but recommended)
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AUTUMN TERM PREP PE KIT continued...

8s-12s Boys and Girls
Competitive Mixed Swim Teams

Mesh swim top
Purple Harrodian swim hat 

(both to be purchased from PE department)

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes), shinpads and football boots.  
We recommend a pair of moulded rubber studs for dry/hard field conditions and a separate pair of boots with 
screw-in studs for wet/soft field conditions. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to avoid 
injury as well as to aid performance.
All girls will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip-ons), shinpads and football 
boots (rubber moulded studs recommended). 
Pre-season rugby and hockey activities begin in the final two weeks of term so all pupils will require a gum-shield 
at this time.

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com

8s - 12s Cross-Country Running
Lesson kit

Athletics vest (optional) for squad



Boys Lesson Kit (8s - 10s)
Black games shirt (Sports lessons)
White polo shirt (PE lessons) 
Black sports shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches) 
Baselayers (optional but recommended)
Harrodian waterproof jacket (optional)

  

Girls Lesson Kit (8s - 10s)
White polo shirt (PE and Sport lessons)
Multi-sport skort
White ankle length sports socks
Multi-sport socks (thin stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Baselayers (optional but recommended)
Gloves with grips on palms (optional but 
recommended)

All Lower Prep pupils (8s to 10s) must have the following kit:

SPRING TERM PREP PE KIT

All Upper Prep pupils (11s and 12s) must have the following kit:

Boys Spring Term Lesson Kit (11s and 12s)
Rugby match shirt (Sport lessons)
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
Black sports shorts /rugby match shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Black games shirt (optional - to provide 2nd option 
for Sport lessons, not to be worn for fixtures)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches) 
Baselayers (optional but recommended)
Harrodian waterproof jacket (optional)

  

Girls Spring Term Lesson Kit (11s and 12s)
Multi-sport match shirt (Sport lessons and fixtures)
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
Multi-sport skort
Multi-sport socks (thin stripe)
Polar fleece and / or Harrodian waterproof jacket 
(travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Baselayers (optional but recommended)



8s-12s Boys and Girls
Competitive Mixed Swim Teams

Mesh swim top
Purple Harrodian swim hat 

(both to be purchased from PE department)

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes), shinpads and boots with 
either moulded or safety studs.  We recommend a pair of moulded rubber studs for dry/hard field conditions and 
a separate pair of boots with screw-in studs for wet/soft field conditions. This is to protect and support pupils in 
the optimum way to avoid injury as well as to aid performance and follow RFU guidelines. 

All girls will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip-ons), shinpads and boots 
(rubber moulded studs recommended). 

Rugby and hockey activities require all pupils to wear a gum-shield for lesson and fixtures.

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com

8s - 12s Cross-Country Running
Lesson kit

Athletics vest (optional) for squad

SPRING TERM PREP PE KIT continued...



Boys Summer Term Lesson Kit (8s - 10s)
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
White PE shorts
White PE socks
Polar fleece (travelling kit to matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit to matches)
Baselayers (optional but recommended)
Harrodian waterproof jacket (optional)

  

Girls Summer Term Lesson Kit (8s - 10s)
White polo shirt (PE and sports lessons)
Multi-sport skort
White ankle length sport socks
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Baselayers (optional but recommended)

All Upper Prep pupils (11s and 12s) must have the following kit:

All Lower Prep pupils (8s to 10s) must have the following kit:

SUMMER TERM PREP PE KIT

Boys Summer Term Lesson Kit (11s and 12s)
White polo shirt (PE annd Sport lessons)
White PE shorts
White PE socks
Polar fleece (travelling kit to matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit to matches)
Baselayers (optional)
Harrodian waterproof jacket (optional)
Optional for those playing regular cricket fixtures:
Cricket match shirt
Cricket trousers 
Cricket vest
Cricket spikes

  

Girls Summer Term Lesson Kit (11s and 12s)
White polo shirt (PE annd Sport lessons)
Multi-sport skort and or /white PE shorts
White ankle socks
Polar fleece (travelling kit to matches) and/or 
Harrodian waterproof jacket
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit to matches)
Baselayers (optional)
White cricket trousers (optional)

  



SUMMER TERM PREP PE KIT continued...

Lower Prep Boys Swimming Kit 
(8s - 10s)
Black swimming shorts (above knee)
Black swim hat - compulsory 
if hair is longer than shoulder length
Swimming goggles
Towel and/or robe, flipflops

Lower Prep Girls Swimming Kit 
(8s - 10s)
Black swim suit
Black swim hat - compulsory 
if hair is longer than shoulder length
Swimming goggles
Towel and/or robe, flipflops

8s-12s Boys and Girls
Competitive Mixed Swim Teams

Mesh swim top
Purple Harrodian swim hat 

(both to be purchased from PE department)

8s-12s Tennis Fixtures
Same as lesson kit

Optional for fixtures: tennis shoes and tennis racquet

8s-12s Athletics - Fixtures only
Same as lesson kit

Optional for fixtures: 
Athletics vest

Athletics spikes
For girls only - black lycra shorts

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes). We recommend cricket 
spikes, thigh pads and protective boxes for those competing regularly in hard ball cricket fixtures. The school can 
provide all other cricket kit, although pupils are welcome to bring in their own bats, helmets, pads and gloves, 
For those in athletics fixtures we recommend spikes. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to 
avoid injury as well as to aid performance. 

All girls will require a pair of trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip ons). We recommend cricket 
spikes and thigh pads for those competing regularly in hard ball cricket fixtures. The school can provide all other 
cricket kit, although pupils are welcome to bring in their own bats, helmets, pads and gloves.  For those in ath-
letics fixtures we recommend spikes. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to avoid injury as 
well as to aid performance. 

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com



Senior PE Kit: 13s (Year 9) - 15s (Year 11)

Boys Autumn Term Lesson Kit (13s - 15s)
Compulsory: 
Football match shirt (Sports lessons) 
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
Black sports shorts / Football match shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Optional: 
Baselayers
Black games shirt (to provide 2nd option for Sport 
lessons)
Football shorts for those playing competitive fixtures
Harrodian waterfproof jacket

Girls Autumn Term Lesson Kit (13s - 15s)
Compulsory: 
Multi-sport match shirt (Sport lessons and fixutres)
White polo shirt (PE lessons)
Multi-sport skort / Football match shorts
White socks for netball
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches) and/or 
Harrodian waterproof jacket
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Optional:
Baselayers (recommended)

All clothing and PE kit should be clearly named. 
All items of clothing, including socks, are to be labelled with name tags. They are to be sewn on the outside of 
the garment, on the front right hand side, near the hem of shirts, shorts and skorts and on tracksuit bottoms 
under the crest (our recommended supplier for name tags is www.wovenlabelsuk.com). 
Padlocks on sports bags are compulsory. 
All lesson and match kit must be purchased from:
www.serious-stuff.com (password: lonsdale)
Click and collect orders and fitting appointments can be made at their Mortlake office:
Mortlake Court, 28 Sheen Lane, London SW14 8LW
Tel: 020 8876 7668     

AUTUMN TERM SENIOR PE KIT

All Senior pupils (13s to 15s) must have the following kit:

Senior Cross-Country Running
Lesson kit

Athletics vest (optional) for squad

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes), shinpads and football boots.  
We recommend a pair of moulded rubber studs for dry/hard field conditions and a separate pair of boots with 
screw-in studs for wet/soft field conditions. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to avoid 
injury as well as to aid performance.
All girls will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip-ons), shinpads and football 
boots (rubber moulded studs recommended). 
Pre-season rugby and hockey activities begin in the final two weeks of term so all pupils will require a gum-shield 
at this time.



SPRING TERM SENIOR PE KIT

Boys Spring Term Lesson Kit (13s - 15s)
Compulsory: 
Rugby match short (Sport lessons)
White polo shirt (PE lessons) 
Black sports shorts / Rugby match shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit for trousers
(travelling kit for matches) 
Optional: 
Black games shirt (to provide 2nd option for Sport 
lessons, not to be worn in fixtures)
Baselayers
Harrodian waterproof jacket

Girls Spring Term Lesson Kit (13s - 15s)
Compulsory:
Multi-sport match shirt (Sport lessons and fixtures)
White polo shirt (PE Lessons)
Multi-sport skort
Multi-sport socks (thin stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches) and/or 
Harrodian waterproof jacket
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Optional:
Baselayers
Senior hockey shirt for squad players 15s+

All Senior pupils (13s to 15s) must have the following lesson kit:

Senior Cross-Country Running
Lesson kit

Athletics vest (optional) for squad

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes), shinpads and boots with 
either moulded or safety studs.  We recommend a pair of moulded rubber studs for dry/hard field conditions and 
a separate pair of boots with screw-in studs for wet/soft field conditions. This is to protect and support pupils in 
the optimum way to avoid injury as well as to aid performance and follow RFU guidelines. 

All girls will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip-ons).
Shinpads and gum shields are COMPULSORY for hockey.
Mouthguards are recommended through OPRO school fitting.
Hockey stick - optional but recommended. 

Rugby and hockey activities require all pupils to wear a gum-shield for lessons and fixtures.



Boys Summer Term Lesson Kit (13s to 15s) 
Compulsory:
White polo shirt (for PE and Sports lessons)
White PE shorts
White PE socks
Polar fleece (travelling kit to matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit to matches)
Optional:
Cricket match shirt
Cricket trousers
Cricket vest
Cricket spikes
Baselayers
Harrodian waterproof jacket

Girls Summer Term Lesson Kit (13s to 15s)
Compulsory: 
White polo shirt (PE lessons and cricket fixtures)
Multi-sport skort and / or white PE shorts
White ankle socks
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers
(travelling kit for matches)
Optional:
Baselayer (optional but recommended)
White cricket trousers

All Senior pupils (13s - 15s)  must have the following kit:

SUMMER TERM SENIOR PE KIT

Senior Tennis Fixtures
Same as lesson kit

Optional for fixtures: tennis shoes and tennis racquet

Senior Athletics -  Fixtures only
Same as lesson kit

Optional for fixtures: 
Athletics vest

Athletics spikes
For girls only - black lycra shorts

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes). We recommend cricket 
spikes, thigh pads and protective boxes for those competing regularly in hard ball cricket fixtures. The school can 
provide all other cricket kit, although pupils are welcome to bring in their own bats, helmets, pads and gloves, 
For those in athletics fixtures we recommend spikes. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to 
avoid injury as well as to aid performance. 

All girls will require a pair of trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip ons). We recommend cricket 
spikes and thigh pads for those competing regularly in hard ball cricket fixtures. The school can provide all other 
cricket kit, although pupils are welcome to bring in their own bats, helmets, pads and gloves.  For those in 
athletics fixtures we recommend spikes. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to avoid injury 
as well as to aid performance. 

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com



Sixth Form PE Kit

AUTUMN TERM SIXTH FORM PE KIT

All clothing and PE kit should be clearly named. 
All items of clothing, including socks, are to be labelled with name tags. They are to be sewn on the outside of 
the garment, on the front right hand side, near the hem of shirts, shorts and skorts and on tracksuit bottoms 
under the crest (our recommended supplier for name tags is www.wovenlabelsuk.com). 
Padlocks on sports bags are compulsory. 
All lesson and match kit must be purchased from:
www.serious-stuff.com (password: lonsdale)
Click and collect orders and fitting appointments can be made at their Mortlake office:
Mortlake Court, 28 Sheen Lane, London SW14 8LW
Tel: 020 8876 7668     

Boys Autumn Term Lesson Kit (for Strength & 
Conditionaing, Yoga etc.)
Compulsory: 
White polo shirt
Black sports shorts / football match shorts
White ankle socks

Girls Autumn Term Lesson Kit (for Strength & 
Conditioning, Yoga etc)
Compulsory: 
White polo shirt
Multi-sport skort
White ankle socks

Sixth Form students must have the following kit:

Boys Autumn Term Team Kit (Football teams, 
training and matches)
Football match shirt
Black sports shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit to matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers (travelling kit to 
matches)
Optional:
Black games shirt (2nd option for lessons)
Football shorts (recommended for those playing 
fixtures)
Baselayers
Harrodian waterproof jacket

Girls Autumn Term Team Kit (Netball teams, 
training and matches)
Multi-sport match shirt
Multi-sport skort
White socks for netball
Polar fleece and/or Harrodian waterproof jacket (
travelling kit to matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers (travelling kit to 
matches)
Optional:
Baselayers

Sixth Form Cross-Country Running
Lesson kit

Athletics vest (optional) for squad

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com



AUTUMN TERM SIXTH FORM PE KIT continued...

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes), shinpads and football boots.  
We recommend a pair of moulded rubber studs for dry/hard field conditions and a separate pair of boots with 
screw-in studs for wet/soft field conditions. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to avoid 
injury as well as to aid performance.

All girls will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip-ons).

Pre-season rugby and hockey activities begin in the final two weeks of term so all pupils will require a gum-shield 
and shin pads at this time.



SPRING TERM SIXTH FORM PE KIT

Boys Spring Term Lesson Kit (Strength & 
Conditionaing, Yoga etc.)
Compulsory: 
White polo shirt
Black sports shorts / football match shorts
White ankle socks

Girls Spring Term Lesson Kit (Strength & 
Conditioning, Yoga etc)
Compulsory: 
White polo shirt
Multi-sport skort
White ankle socks

Sixth Form students must have the following kit:

Boys Spring Term Team Kit (Rugby teams, 
training and matches)
Rugby match shirt
Black sports shorts
Multi-sport socks (thick stripe)
Polar fleece (travelling kit to matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers (travelling kit to 
matches)
Optional:
Black games shirt (2nd option for lessons)
Rugby shorts (recommended for those playing fix-
tures)
Baselayers
Harrodian waterproof jacket

Girls Spring Term Team Kit (Hockey teams, 
training and matches)
Hockey match shirt
Multi-sport skort
Multi-sport socks (thin stripe)
Polar fleece and/or Harrodian waterproof jacket (
travelling kit to matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers (travelling kit to 
matches)
Optional:
Baselayers
Multi-sport shirt (2nd option for training/lessons)

Sixth Form Cross-Country Running
Lesson kit

Athletics vest (optional) for squad

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory

Available for Reception: Combination padlock - strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier www.wovenlablesuk.com

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes) and boots with either 
moulded or safety studs. We recommend a pair of moulded rubber studs for dry/hard field conditions and a 
separate pair of boots with screw-in studs for wet/soft field conditions. This is to protect and support pupils in 
the optimum way to avoid injury as well as to aid performance and follow RFU guidelines. Rugby activities 
require all students to wear a gum-shield for ALL lessons and fixtures. Mouthguards are recommended through 
OPRO school fitting. 

All girls will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip-ons).
Shinpads and gum shields are COMPULSORY for hockey.
Mouthguards are recommended through OPRO school fitting.
Hockey stick - optional but recommended.



SUMMER TERM SIXTH FORM PE KIT

Boys Summer Term Kit 
Compulsory: 
White polo shirt (for Sports lessons and fixtures)
White PE shorts
White PE socks
Polar fleece (travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trouser (travelling kit for match-
es)
Optional:
Cricket match shirt 
Cricket trousers
Cricket vest
Cricket spikes
Baselayers
Harrodian waterproof jacket

Girls Summer Term Kit 
Compulsory: 
White polo shirt (PE lessons and cricket fixtures)
Multi-sport skort and / or white PE shorts
White ankle socks
Polar fleece and /or Harrodian waterproof jacket 
(travelling kit for matches)
Harrodian tracksuit trousers (travelling kit for match-
es)
Optional:
Baselayers
White cricket trousers 

Sixth Form students must have the following kit:

Lower Sixth sport lessons are compulsory for all students and are conducted on the school site for the duration of 
the Summer Term.  Upper Sixth lessons are optional but highly recommended n the lead up to and during study 
leave. 

Sixth Form Tennis Fixtures
Same as lesson kit

Optional for fixtures: tennis shoes and tennis racquet

Sixth Form Athletics -  Fixtures only
Same as lesson kit

Optional for fixtures: 
Athletics vest

Athletics spikes
For girls only - black lycra shorts

Footwear / Equipment: 
All boys will require a pair of sports trainers with ankle support (or astroturf shoes). We recommend cricket 
spikes, thigh pads and protective boxes for those competing regularly in hard ball cricket fixtures. The school can 
provide all other cricket kit, although pupils are welcome to bring in their own bats, helmets, pads and gloves, 
For those in athletics fixtures we recommend spikes. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to 
avoid injury as well as to aid performance. 

All girls will require a pair of trainers with ankle support (no plimsoles or slip ons). We recommend cricket 
spikes and thigh pads for those competing regularly in hard ball cricket fixtures. The school can provide all other 
cricket kit, although pupils are welcome to bring in their own bats, helmets, pads and gloves.  For those in ath-
letics fixtures we recommend spikes. This is to protect and support pupils in the optimum way to avoid injury as 
well as to aid performance. 

Miscellaneous
Available from Serious Stuff: Sports Bag - compulsory
Available for Reception: Combination padlock - 
strongly recommended
Name tags: suggested supplier wovenlablesuk.com



During this transition year (2020/21) Harrodian are updating some of our sports kit options. All boys from 
11s-U6th will require a Harrodian football/rugby shirt for any competitive matches and this will begin to phase 
out the black Games shirt for the following year 2021/22. Girls will be asked to purchase either the sports polar 
fleece or a new waterproof jacket option to improve their travelling kit for fixtures and their experience in les-
sons.

School Hoodies are school uniform and NOT to be worn for sport.

Please be aware that previous kit options will still be acceptable throughout the upcoming year and certain new 
items will only become available from our supplier later in the year.

Sport Kit Changes for 2021/2022 
- the transition process for this year 


